1…SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT    DAVE BRUBECK   021410
Officers responded to a report of a disturbance. Officers made contact with the responsible.

2…FIELD CHECKOUT    LONG THEATRE   021410
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was warned for trespassing and scavenging.

3… FIELD CHECKOUT    PACIFIC HOUSE   021410
Officer conducted a checkout on two male subjects going through the dumpster. Subjects were warned and revoked.

4…FIELD CHECKOUT    GRACE COVELL   021410
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was interviewed and revoked from campus.

5…NOISE COMPLAINT    DAVE BRUBECK   021510
Officers responded to a noise complaint. Officer made contact and advised accordingly.

6…WARRANT ARREST    PACIFIC AVE   021610
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and learned of an outstanding warrant. Driver arrested and transported to the county jail.

7…TRAFFIC CRIMINAL    PHARMACY SERV RD   021610
Victim reported vehicle was struck while parked and no note left. Officer responded and initiated a hit and run report.

8…THEFT    JOHN BALLANTYNE   021610
Victim reported her bicycle stolen. Officer responded and initiated a report.

9…AIDED STOCKTON PD    DAVE BRUBECK   021610
SPD requested officer assistance with a suspect, wanted in the murder of his girlfriend, reported in the area. Officers assisted with the arrest of the suspect.
10…SUSPICIOUS PERSON MC CAFFREY CENTER 021610
Officers responded to a report of a male subject in the area asking for money due. Officers located the subject who was interviewed and revoked from campus.

11…TRESPASSING ARREST CLASSROOM BLDG 021710
Officers conducted a checkout on two subjects. One subject arrested, cited and released.

12…CASUALTY GRACE COVELL 021710
Officers and medics responded to a report of a female having difficulty breathing. Subject was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

13…THEFT ART BUILDING 021710
Officer responded to a report of a computer stolen from the building. Officer initiated a report.

14…VANDALISM DE ROSA CENTER 021710
Officer responded to a report of tagging at the fire pit. Officer initiated a report.

15…FIELD INTERVIEW LOT 1 021810
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was interviewed and revoked.

16…AIDED STOCKTON PD BROOKSIDE RD 021910
Officer was flagged down on a report of a juvenile standing in the middle of the roadway. SPD also aired the report. Juvenile was having issues at the group home that he resided and officer assisted. SPD cancelled.

17…WARRANT ARREST PACIFIC AVE 021910
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and learned of an outstanding warrant. Driver was arrested at 10:37 AM and transported to the county jail. Vehicle was also towed.

18…THEFT WEBER HALL 021910
Victim reported his bicycle stolen after the cable lock was cut. Cable lock was also taken. Officer responded and initiated a report.

19…RESISTING ARREST CENTRAL CAMPUS 021910
Officers responded to a report of a suspicious male subject in the area. Officers located the subject who fled on foot. Subject was pepper sprayed and taken into custody. Subject had to be restrained before transport for booking due to biting an officer.
20…AIDED PERSON   OFF CAMPUS    022010

Officer flagged down on a report of a male subject bleeding from the head possibly a victim of battery on Monterey and Pacific. Officer located the subject at Alston & Mariposa and requested medics. Subject was transported to a local hospital via ambulance. It was determined he walked away from the hospital earlier.

21…ROBBERY   MANOR HALL    022010

Victim reported he was walking home from a party at approximately 5:00 AM and as he walked into an alleyway, he was knocked down by a group of subjects in the parking lot of his apartment complex. Victim also reported his cell phone and wallet were taken. Victim declined medical attention. He notified Public Safety later that morning. Officer responded and took the report.